Create a lasting impression...

… with the beauty of Arriscraft Building Stone. The sophistication and elegance of an Arriscraft home is sure to be memorable. At Arriscraft, we pride ourselves in helping homeowners realize their design vision by offering a wide selection of styles and colors. From the classic lines of Laurier, to the natural, tumbled texture of Old Mill, our Building Stone products adapt well to a variety of architectural styles.

What’s more, homeowners can be confident in their choice. As a market leader for over 60 years, Arriscraft International produces consistently superior Building Stone products that are backed by an industry-unique lifetime warranty. Your home deserves unequalled style and superior quality… your home deserves Arriscraft.
Silver Slate
The timeless beauty of Citadel® Building Stone offers an inviting appearance that complements traditional and modern designs.

Convey a sense of warmth, comfort, and permanence with the natural color ranges and tumbled finish of Citadel®

Citadel® is available in combinations of up to five stone sizes.
The “old world” stone. The random presentation of Citadel® is reminiscent of English countryside - churches, country inns and manor houses.
Generous proportions and warm, rich, earthy colors characterize this tumbled stone.

Cumberland Building Stone combines the look and feel of old stone, with modern proportions. This update on tradition is an ideal complement to traditional and contemporary designs.

Cumberland is available in a combination of three stone sizes.
The longer lengths and rugged textures of this ledged stone are suitable for the most exacting designs.

Perfect for adding interest to any wall, Shadow Stone® blends consist of natural color ranges.

Enjoy the full-bed masonry benefits of this ledged stone plus the visual appeal of the unique colors and sizes of Shadow Stone®.

Shadow Stone® is available in up to three stone sizes.
Old Mill Building Stone, with its rustic elegance, is as well suited to a stately manor as an intimate bungalow.

Bold shapes, natural color, and a tumbled texture create a distinctive fieldstone appearance. Old Mill is a natural blend, with colors ranging from stone to stone.

These strong, bold stones provide an appearance of enduring stability.
Bold shapes, natural color, and a tumbled texture create a distinctive fieldstone appearance. Old Mill is a natural blend, with colors ranging from stone to stone.

With two stone sizes, Old Mill Building Stone is the most cost effective Building Stone to install.

These strong, bold stones provide an appearance of enduring stability.
we produce consistently superior building stone products. Offering a variety of sizes, textures, and colors to suit the most demanding design requirements, Arriscraft stone and bricks bring unparalleled aesthetic beauty plus substantial added “curb appeal” value to any home.
A sophisticated classic, Laurier Building Stone offers traditional elegance with modern appeal. Well suited to both urban and country settings, Laurier Building Stone’s clean lines and rocked face provide a sense of style and permanence.

A three foot stone skirt of Laurier Building Stone or a front accent wall adds tremendous visual appeal and style to any home.

Laurier is available in combinations of up to four stone sizes and in eight standard colors.

Walnut, Mahogany, Brown Blend and Charcoal
Renaissance® stone-clad custom homes offer the richness, elegance and beauty of limestone with Arriscraft quality and durability.
Estate Series Brick

Estate Series Brick is available in a tumbled finish, and is manufactured in the United States at our Georgia Plant.
Accessories

Quoins

White Smooth
10-1/4”
12-1/4”

Various Colors
Rocked
7-5/8”
11-5/8”

Depth: Full Bed Depth 3-1/2”

Sills

Face Rise
3-1/8”
Finish: Rocked
Colors: White, Brown, Gray, Tan

Use under windows, detail bands and transition pieces from stone to brick.

Keystones

ARRIS•Cast Chamfered Keystones
Face Rise
7-5/8”, 10-1/4”, 11-5/8”
Colors: Gray, Brown, Tan
Depth: Full Bed Depth 3-1/2”
What Makes Arriscraft Unique?
The key is our Natural Process technology, which mirrors natural stone formation. We use only fine silica based sand and other natural minerals to manufacture our Building Stone. The result: Arriscraft Building Stone looks and performs like quarried stone.

Key Benefits:
• High strength, high density, and naturally low absorption translate into superior durability;
• Exceptionally tight dimensional tolerances;
• No cement or chemical additives; Building Stone is not subject to the degree of shrinkage rates associated with cement-based products;
• Consistent color throughout the entire stone; Building Stone can be cut, chiseled and dressed in the field while maintaining the same color and texture.
• Arriscraft products support LEED™ and “green” sustainability objectives. Arriscraft offers an industry-unique Lifetime Product Warranty.

Important Notes
Colors and textures have been reproduced as closely as the printing process allows. Final selection should be made from actual samples.

Arriscraft Building Stone must be installed using industry recommended materials and techniques and conform to all applicable Building Code requirements.

All masonry products are intended for above-grade installations. Proper care, installation, and cleaning are required for warranty validation.

Please refer to: ARRISCRAFT•DATA 04233-Calcium Silicate Building Stone and ARRISCRAFT•CARE - Storage and Handling at www.arriscraft.com.